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Abstract mass of EP propellant storage systems, and to make
this information available as a starting point for en-

Propellant storage considerations which are par- gineers who may be considering the relative merits of
ticular to electric propulsion space missions are exam- various propulsion systems.
ined. Relations are derived between tank heat loading
and propulsion power requirements for both ion engine Storage considerations specific to electric propul-
and arcjet missions using cryogenic storage. Cryogenic sion application fall mostly in two areas, either long
storage of argon, krypton, and xenon is shown to be term cryogenic storage with a slow but steady consump-
possible for appropriate missions. Cryogenic storage tion, or light-weight high-pressure tanks for supercriti-
of hydrogen and helium for arcjets is shown to be both cal gases. Cryogenic storage for electric propulsion dif-
necessary and possible, with tankage fractions less than fers from other space applications of cryogens in two
20%. Supercritical storage of the noble gases for ion en- ways. The storage period is long compared to chemi-
gines is possible, with reasonable tankage fractions for cal cryogenic propulsion missions such as the Centaur
at least xenon and krypton. It is shown that there is an upper stage, but in comparison with space-based cryo-
optimum storage pressure specific to each gas which will genic cooling applications, such as COBE, the use rate
minimize the tank mass. Deviations from this optimum in EP applications is high, and the feed can be a room
pressure cause significant mass penalties. In particular, temperature gas, allowing the propellant flow to cool
using smaller, higher pressure tanks because of space- the tank. Supercritical gas storage for EP differs from
craft volume constraints is shown to be of very limited other space-based supercritical storage applications in
utility, the nature of the gas, and in that the tank and gas

constitute a very large fraction of the spacecraft mass,
Introduction enhancing the need to minimize the tankage fraction.

In this paper, I will review the structural considerations
With the recent resurgence of interest in electric associated with pressure containment and acceleration

propulsion (EP), there is a new need for a general re- loading. I will then examine the technology of cryogenic
view of the propellant storage problems specific to this storage and insulation in space.
field. The subject was examined fairly extensively in
the early sixties 1-s but, for two reasons, a new sur- Propellants
vey of the field is appropriate. First, most of the work
done in the sixties appeared only as corporate or NASA A brief review of the potential propellants is in
technical reports and is not widely available. Second, order first. As mentioned, the currently favored pro-
much of the old work dealt with specific tank designs, pellants for ion engines are the noble gases: argon,
and has been rendered obsolete by advances in tech- krypton, and xenon. From the standpoint of storabil-
nology in areas such as insulation and tank materials, ity and engine efficiency, the heavier gases are preferred
and by the consensus reached in the past decade that over the lighter, but krypton and particularly xenon are
the noble gases are more suitable than mercury or ce- scarce and expensive enough that their cost can be a
sium as propellants for ion engines. My purpose is not serious concern, 6 leading to possible use of argon for
to present specific tank designs, or to examine all the missions requiring very large amounts of propellant,
related technologies. I simply wish to outline the ba- for example, a manned Mars mission. Each of these
sic principles which act as fundamental limits to the propellants can be stored either as a high pressure su-
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Table 1. Properties of selected propellants.

Hydrogen Helium Argon Krypton Xenon

Normal Boiling Point (K) 20.384 4.125 87.29 119.8 165.0

Density at NBP (kg/m 3 ) 67 124.8 1392 2412 3080

Critical Temperature (K) 33.24 5.20 150.7 209.4 289.74

Critical Pressure (kPa) 1297 229 4864 5490 5838

Heat of Vaporization at NBP (J/g) 445 21.0 163 107.5 96.1

ing to keep the tank on the shady side of the spacecraft.
percritical gas or as a cryogenic liquid, and the method Equilibrium black body temperature in low Earth orbit
selected will depend on the mission. Because of the (LEO) is about 315 K, 1 and one must be conservative
various missions, both the cryogenic and supercritical and assume that ambient spacecraft temperatures will
properties of these propellants must be examined, be near 300 K. Of course, as the spacecraft moves away

from LEO, the equilibrium temperature will go down,For arcjets, propellants which are given seriousor arcets, propelants which are gien seros but in electrical orbital transfer missions the tanks will
consideration are ammonia, hydrazine, and hydrogen.consideration are ammon hraine and hdroge, be full only in LEO, where the temperatures are high-Helium also shows some promise as an arcjet propel- . One must design the tanks for the worst case, so

est. One must design the tanks for the worst case, solant, but is usually dismissed as being too difficult to te analyses hh foo I asse an ambien
in the analyses which follow I will assume an ambientstore. Ammonia and hydrazine can be stored as liquids t .

. temperature of 300 K.at ambient temperatures on spacecraft, while hydrogen,
because of its low density and low boiling point, must Supercritical Storage
be stored as a cryogenic liquid. The same, of course, ap-
plies to helium. Table One lists various properties of all Consider first the spherical tank. For a thin walled
of these propellants. Because ammonia and hydrazine spherical shell containing a pressurized fluid, the ten-
are considered to be "space storable" propellants, and sile stress in the shell is S = Pr/2t, where t is the wall
because they have been used extensively for other space thickness, r is the radius of the inner surface, and P
applications, they present no storage problems specific is the internal pressure. If we assume a safety factor
to electric propulsion, and will not be dealt with in this f, then the maximum stress in the wall is limited to
paper. S = o,/If), where oay is the yield strength of the tank

material. We thus obtain an expression for the mini-
In the case of propellants stored at ambient tem-

mum wall thickness required to contain the pressure
perature, the tank needs to satisfy only two require-
ments; it must be able to contain the internal pressure, = Pr(
and it must be able to support its own weight and the 2ao
weight of the propellants against launch loads. When
the propellant must be carried as a cryogenic liquid, the The radius of the tank is determined by the mass and

tank must also satisfy requirements for thermal protec- density of the propellant mp required for the mission:

tion. Since structural requirements are common to all r 3mp] 1/3
tanks, I will examine that area first. r = [ J (2)

Two additional points are useful to keep in mind where pp is density of the propellant at the pressure P.
for background information. First, tank configurations The mass of the tank is then
commonly used in space include spherical and cylindri- 3
cal, so I will limit my analysis to these two shapes. Flat mt = 4,r 2 tpt = 3P- mpp (3)
surfaces, of course, are not useful for pressure contain- 2ayP
ment. Second, for solar powered EP missions, space- where p, is the density of the tank material.
craft orientation constraints will be driven by the need
to keep the solar panels pointed at the sun and the For a cylindrical tank with spherical endcaps, the
thruster pointed along the thrust vector, so it will be circumferential tensile stress in the cylindrical wall seg-
difficult to attempt any propellant tank cooling by try- ment is S = Pr/t, while the longitudinal tensile stress,
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0.3and the tensile stress in the endcaps, are both the same 0

as the spherical tank: S = Pr/2t. Following the same
reasoning as in the spherical case, we find that the wall 0.25
thickness in the cylindrical portion of the tank must be

0.2

o = (4) o
P 80.15 

while in the endcaps it is the same as in the spherical
case 0.1

PrP Et, = 
(5)

2o, 0.05
The volume of a cylindrical tank with spherical endcaps
is 0 3 2 = I II

4 4r
V= rr +r rr= 2( +1) (6) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

3 3
where I is the length of the cylindrical portion of the Eccentricity Factor
tank. The mass of the tank is then

22 xPr 2p,  Figure 1. Tank mass penalty for cylindrical tanks,
mt= Pt(4irrte + 2rrltc)= (r+1) (7) expressed as a fraction of an equivalent volume

y spherical tank.

For convenience, I will define a tank eccentricity factor
7 = (r + 1)/r. For a fixed volume (and pressure and relation between pressure and density for an ideal gas
density), the mass of the tank will vary as a function I
of the eccentricity: P = pRTM (12)

where R is the universal gas constant, T is the tem-
mt 2Ppt(r+l) 2Ppt (8) perature, and M is the molecular weight of the gas.
V - ( r + 1) - ( + 7) Substituting this expression for P in equations 3 and 9,

we see that the tank mass is independent of the stor-
Since V = mp/pp, we have for a cylindrical tank age pressure or density. This allows one to make the

storage tank smaller, within limits, to conserve space,
m = 2Pmppt7 9 without paying a mass penalty. The limits are encoun-

Oypp( + 7) tered when the tank wall is no longer "thin," or when
the gas is no longer "ideal." Of the propellants under

In the limit as I -* 0 (a spherical tank), 7 -* 1 and we consideration, only hydrogen and helium can be treated
get as ideal gases at ambient spacecraft temperatures.

mt 3Pfpt
(10)V 2 1 For a thin walled spherical tank containing an ideal

as expected, and in the limit as 7 - oo (an infinitely gas, the tank mass is

long cylinder) we get 3POmppt 3RT3mppt
mt - = (13)

mt 2P#pt 2app 2aM
-=- (11)

V ay The tankage fraction is defined as the ratio of the tank
mass to the propellant mass, in this case

This shows that the structural mass of a cylindrical
tank will be between 1 and 1.33 times the structural m _ 3RTlpt (14)
mass of a spherical tank of equal volume. A plot of the mP 21 yM
mass penalty is shown as a function of eccentricity in
Figure 1. For an eccentricity of 2 the mass penalty is As a representative case, consider the storage of hydro-

14%, and for 7 = 4 the penalty is up to 23%. gen gas at 300 K in a spherical titanium tank. The max-
imum published yield strength for titanium is about

Now let us examine how the properties of the pro- 1.4 x 109 N/m 2 ,7 and the density is 4.85 g/ml or
pellant influence decisions about storage pressure. The 4850 kg/m 3 . The gas constant is 8314 J/(kg-mol K)
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and M = 2 kg/kg-mol. Assuming 3 = 2, we get After going through the algebra, we obtain
mt/mp = 13.2. For helium, the only difference is that
the molecular weight is 4 instead of 2, so the tankage (4RT 3/ 2bM 2a)/ 2 - RT3 /2bM - aM
fraction is reduced to 6.6. These tankage fractions will R' 3 / 262 - ab (1
scale linearly with temperature but, since they are too
high by two orders of magnitude for a typical EP mis- where the Redlich-Kwong parameters are given by
sion, it is clear that cryogenic temperatures will be re- R2T5i (21/3 )RT
quired for storage of either hydrogen or helium. Please a = b = (20)
note that one cannot simply extrapolate to a tempera- 9(21/3 - 1)Pc 3Pc
ture of 3 K to find the tankage fraction. At that tem- a t ii n

Tc a n d Pc are the critical temperature and pressureperature and at reasonable pressures, the ideal gas law e a T the optimu propellanof the gas. This expression for the optimum propellant
breaks down and equation 12 is invalid. .breaks down and equation 12 is invaliddensity in a spherical tank depends only on the temper-

For the noble gases (xenon, krypton, and argon) ature and intrinsic properties of the gas being stored.

the ideal gas law begins to fail at much higher temper- It is independent of tank material, of tank size (within

atures, and equation 12 cannot be used even at 300 K. the "thin wall" limit), and of total propellant mass. For

The critical temperatures of these gases, as shown in xenon at 300 K, the optimum density is about 1.35 g/ml
Table One are of the same order as ambient spacecraft at a pressure of 8.3 MPa; for krypton at 300 K, the op-

temperatures. To obtain tankage fractions for these timum occurs at 0.8 g/ml and 17.9 MPa; for argon at

gases, one must find a substitute for equation 12. The 300 K, the optimum occurs at .25 g/ml and 14.8 MPa.

relation between pressure and density is not a simple R t t q i s r r. . Recognizing that the quantity in square bracketsone in the vicinity of the critical point, and has been in e i t the tankage fraction
modelled by several different equations. One which t in equatin is us allo t f oto be written in a useful form:
gives fairly good agreement with the experimental data
is the Redlich-Kwong equation: m _ 3 P3 pt

(21)
mp 2 ay pp

RT=(V.-b) P+ -a (15)
RT= (V- (V, + b)T ( where P is the storage pressure at density pp. For

the titanium tank mentioned above, and neglecting the
In this expression, a and b are parameters which de- safety factor (i.e. 0 = 1) the tankage fraction for xenon
pend on the critical temperature and pressure of the is 3.2%. With a safety factor of 2, the tankage fraction
gas of interest, and V, is the specific volume, which is becomes 6.4%. For krypton, the corresponding num-
related to the density by V, = M/pp, with M being the bers are 12% and 24%, and for argon, 31% and 62%.
molecular weight. Solving for P gives

In the case of the cylindrical tank, we can substi-
RTpp ap tute equation 16 into equation 9 and obtain

(M -bpp) M(M +bpp)v'T RT ap
m, 2p,/37 [ RT ap ]

Substituting this form of the pressure into equation 3, mp a,(7 + 1/3) (MA - bpp) M(M + bpp)vT
we obtain an expression for the tankage fraction as a (22)
function of the density of the propellant: Except for the constant factor 47/(3(7 + 5), this ex-

pression is the same as that derived for the spherical
mt 3 pt f RT app (17) tank. Thus the optimum storage pressure in a cylindri-
mp 2ay l(M - bpp) M(M + bpp)VTi cal tank will be the same as in a spherical tank.

This expression shows that for a constant propellant In some cases, propellant storage could be volume
density and temperature, the mass of the tank is lin- limited, as well as weight limited. For this reason, it
early proportional to the mass of the propellant. Con- is useful to examine the penalties associated with a de-
trary to the ideal gas case, the tankage fraction here de- viation from this optimum storage density. Figure 2
pends in a complicated way on the propellant density. shows the tankage fraction for xenon at 300 K plotted
A propellant density which will minimize the tankage as function of xenon density. As an example, consider
fraction can be found by solving a reduction in the diameter of a spherical tank by 10%.

This would require a 27% reduction in volume, and a
a(mt/mp) 37% increase in storage density. To accomplish that re-

Opp quires an 87% pressure increase and a 38% increase in
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0.11
against launch loads. Typical design acceleration limits
are about 6 g. The relative importance of acceleration

0.1 loading can be estimated by comparing it to the pres-
sure loading analyzed above. The pressure exerted on

o the bottom surface of a tank by its fluid contents due
S0.09 to acceleration loading is

P = ppah (23)
bo 0.08

Swhere a is the acceleration and h is the height of the
7 fluid column in the tank. If this is very small compared

0.07 to the internal tank pressure, then it will not contribute
significantly to the tank mass. Let us consider a cou-

0.06 I I I I pie of cases to estimate the significance of this term for

1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 high pressure storage of the noble gases. For xenon at
300 K, the optimum storage pressure is 8.3 MPa and
the density is 1.35 g/ml. A 3000 kg propellant load

Density (g/ml) will have a volume of 2.22 m3 and will fit into a sphere
with a diameter of 1.62 m. Evaluating equation 23

Figure 2. Tankage fraction as a function of propel- with these inputs, and using a 6 g acceleration gives
lant density for xenon at 300 K in a titanium tank. P.=.128 MPa, or 1.5% of the pressure load. For an

equivalent load of krypton at 300 K, the acceleration
loading is only 0.5% of the pressure loading. In these

tank mass. Storage at less than optimum density would cases, the acceleration loading is clearly of very small
result in similar tank mass increases, with no benefit. importance, but, as we will see below, the same result
Clearly then it is important that the noble gases be does not obtain in the case of cryogenic storage of these
stored at the proper pressure. It should be noted that, propellants. In addition to these steady launch loads,
while the Redlich-Kwong equation is a good approxi- there may also be high frequency transient loads which
mation to the P-V-T behavior of gases in the vicinity of could contribute to the failure of a tank. A quite de-
the critical point, it is not exact. One should, therefore, tailed structural analysis is, of course, required for any
use experimental data on the P-V-T behavior in order given tank design to see if it can be expected to survive
to determine the exact optimum storage pressure. This the launch environment.
does not, however, change the conclusion that there is
an optimum storage pressure, and that deviation from When examining tank mass requirements for EP,
this pressure results in a significant mass penalty. one must also give some thought to the tank materi-

als. Wherever the tank material properties show up
I mentioned above that the optimum storage den- in the above equations for tank mass or tankage frac-

sity and the tankage fraction are both independent of tion (eg equations 3, 7, 17, 22), it is always in the form
total propellant mass. This means that the pressure of pt/ay, the strength-to-weight ratio. In the exam-
containment mass of a single tank containing 1000 kg ples above I have used titanium, but there exist other
of propellant is equal to the total pressure containment materials with a higher strength-to-weight ratio than
mass of two smaller tanks, each with 500 kg of propel- titanium. Specifically, filament wound composite ma-
lant. This implies that the propellant in an EP mission terials are currently being used extensively in high pres-
with supercritical storage could be distributed among sure tanks. The basic equations derived above are still
a series of small spherical tanks, with only the addi- valid, of course. One need simply use the appropriate
tional plumbing and tank supports as mass penalties. material properties to obtain the tank mass.
This has several possible advantages. Distributed tank-
age may help alleviate spacecraft size constraints which Cryogenic Storage
might otherwise dictate higher pressure storage, requir-
ing more massive tanks. Distributed tankage may also Let us now consider the situation with cryogenic
make it possible to use the propellant from several tanks storage. The storage tank in this case must contain
in series, jettisoning them when empty, the propellant at a pressure which will probably be

near one atmosphere, but more importantly, at a tem-
In addition to pressure containment, the tank must perature well below ambient spacecraft temperatures.

support its own weight and the weight of the propellant In examining this area, I will first develop the basic
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relations for thermal balance in EP related cryogenic 300
storage systems, I will then look at insulation mass re-
quirements, and finally, I will consider structural mass 250 \
requirements.

In any cryogenic system, there will be some heat 200
leakage from the surroundings into the system. This
heat must be removed, either by using an externally
powered refrigeration system, or by letting some of the 1 50 Xe Kr
cryogen boil off, carrying the heat away as heat of va-
porization. In space applications, one usually wishes
to avoid the complexity and excess mass which may be 100
associated with a refrigeration system. With electric
propulsion systems based on cryogenic propellants, one
would ideally design the system so that any cryogen 50 6 8 10 12
which boils off to cool the tank is used as a propel-
lant. This means that one would like to have a heat t ( tt
loading on the tank such that the boil-off rate matches
the engine propellant feed requirements. It is impor-
tant to note that this technique works only for EP sys- Figure 3. Orbital storage lifetime of a 1000 kg ini-
tems in which the thruster is run continuously or quasi- tial load of noble gas propellant as a function of
continuously until the propellant is exhausted. Cryo- heat load. The lifetime is determined by the cooling
genic storage cannot be used, for example, for a station capacity of the cryogen boiling at one atmosphere
keeping mission, without some other kind of heat sink. pressure.

For solar power orbital transfer missions, where the ve-
hicle spends a significant time in the earth's shadow Since many EP missions under discussion today
with the engine not running, one must consider the are power limited, a useful alternative method for ex-
propellant consumption rate, and the engine power, in amining the cooling requirements for cryogenic storage
terms of their average values over the entire orbit. is to consider the power requirements of an engine capa-

ble of using all of the propellant evaporated in cooling
The most obvious result of heat loading and cryo- the tank.

gen boil-off is that there is a limit to the lifetime of the
propellant in the tank and therefore to the time pe- First, let us consider the case of the ion engine.
riod over which thrust can be available. If all the heat The thrust of an ion engine is given by
leaking into the tank must be carried away as heat of
vaporization of the propellant, then the mass flow re- F = arhivi (26)
quired to maintain the tank temperature will be given
by where rhi is the mass flow rate of ejected ions, vi is the

Q speed of the ions, and a is a beam spread factor whichmr  Q (24) accounts for the loss of thrust due to components of
ion velocity which are not parallel to the thrust axiswhere qv.p is the heat of vaporization of the propellant, (typically .97). The power required to run an ion

. '! . .. , . , . ,, , _. . , , (typically a > .97). The power required to run an ion
and Q is the heat load on the tank. The value of the engine is given by
heat of vaporization depends on pressure, but at pres-
sures well below the critical pressure, the dependence M,
is small. The heats of vaporization of the various pro- P = (Ei + E, + Ek)1 (27)
pellants at one atmosphere pressure are given in Table
One. Assuming a constant heat load, the lifetime r of where Ei and E, are the energy per ion to ionize and
the propellant is simply neutralize the beam, Ek is the kinetic energy per ion,

mp _ mpqp and mi is the ion mass. The specific impulse is pro-
Sy (25) portional to the ratio of the thrust and the mass flow

rate:
where mp is the initial propellant mass. The lifetime
of 1000 kg of propellant is shown as a function of heat F arkivi Vi
loading for various propellants in Figure 3. Ip = - Tg-p (28)
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where g is the acceleration of gravity and the subscript 80
T is used to indicate the total mass flow through the
engine as opposed to the flow of ions. This distinction 70
is necessary because some of the propellant leaks out - 60
of the engine without being ionized and therefore does b
not contribute to the thrust. The fraction of the atoms 50
which are ionized is labeled and is known as the 0
propellant utilization efficiency. 40

The kinetic energy of the ions can be defined in e 
terms of the specific impulse: r 20

E ms? Ek = 2 ,, (29) 102 -2 r, -

The thrust-to-power ratio can now be defined in terms0 I I I I
of the specific impulse: 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

F = avimi Specific Impulse (seconds)
P E + E. + Ek

= migl, (30) Figure 4. Thrust-to-power ratio for ion engines.
S+ E a: Xe, E i = 120 W/A, qp = .90(Ei + E) 7

r p + 2 ko, \ J b: Kr, Ei = 120 W/A, qp = .90

In an ideal ion engine, there would be no ionization c: Kr, Ei = 130 W/A, i,, = .85
d: Ar, Ei = 120 W/A, rip = .90or neutralization energy loss, no beam spread, and a e: Ar, E = 140 W/A, ,p = .85

100% propellant utilization efficiency. Under these con-
ditions, this expression would reduce to .where r, = Ek/(Ek+Ei+E,) is defined as the electrical

F _ 2 efficiency of the engine. The ratio between the engine
P glp () power and the heat loading on the tank is then

The energy required for ionization and neutraliza- P= 9 (34)
tion will differ for different engine designs and prob- Q 2q.pa 2,2Pr (34
ably for different propellants. In addition, there is a
connection between the ionization energy and the pro- where the exhaust velocity has been expressed in terms
pellant utilization efficiency. Engines have been de- of the specific impulse. This expression is still not in
signed with ionization cots of 90 W/A and propel- its most useful form; one usually wishes to considersigned w ivariations with- specific impulse. This dependence is
lant utilization efficiencies greater than 0.9.8 More re- variations with specific impulse. This depence is
cent engines designed for long life have ionization costs explicit only when the electrical efficiency is rewritten
of 120-130 W/A for propellant utilization efficiencies to include ts dependence on
around 0.9. 9 It is expected that ionization cost will go + E + E
up and utilization efficiencies will go down with the re =
lighter gases (krypton and argon), but this effect should Et
be smaller than 10%. Expected thrust-to-power ratios Ei + 1 (35)
for the noble gases are shown graphed as a function of Ek
specific impulse in Figure 4 for selected values of E _ 2(Ei + En) ( ap 2+
and Yp. m \g, +  '

The power in the beam of an ion engine is given so
by Pe _ (E + E,), g+ 9 (36)

P = . ,2 (32) qvapmi 2qvapa2p
PB = 1mi2 (32)Q(

In an ideal engine, this reduces to
and the power required to run the engine is

PB P_ ___Pe = P (33) - g= " (37)
ie Q 2qap

7
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16 Recalling that Q = rhqvap, we can immediately write
a the power-to-heat load ratio for an arcjet:

14 c
, '= e 

p  2
S12 Q 2-,, (40)

e Q 2yqvap

> 10 d For an arcjet operating on hydrogen at 1200 seconds
Sspecific impulse and an efficiency of .35, the power ratio

c 8 i s 440 watts to the engine for each watt of heat leakage
SI into the tank. On the other hand, because of the much

" 6 lower heat of vaporization, a helium arcjet operating at
1200 seconds and .7 efficiency, will need a power ratio

S 4 of 4700.

2 I Heat leakage into the tank can come from two

2000 3000 4000 5000 sources, either by radiative heat transfer from the tank
surroundings, or by thermal conduction along the tank

Specific Impulse (seconds) structural supports and tank penetrations. Radiative
transfer is controlled by multi-layer insulation (MLI)

Figure 5. The engine power in kW required to use blankets and in severe cases with vapor cooled shields.
all of the cryogen boiling off to cool a tank under a Thermal conduction is limited by making the supports
one watt heat load. and penetrations of low thermal conductivity materi-

a: Xe, Ei = 120 W/A, r)p = .90 als, and by using vapor cooled heat intercepts along
b: Kr, E, = 120 W/A, rip = .90 the conduction paths. A detailed tank design will be
c: Kr, Ei = 130 W/A, rip = .85 required in order to allocate the total heat leakage be-
d: Ar, Ei = 120 W/A, rp = .90 tween these two paths, but for a first estimate, it is
e: Ar, Ei = 140 W/A, rjp = .85 useful to assume that the radiative heat load must be

absorbed by heat of vaporization of the propellant, and
Using representative values for the efficiencies of non- that the heat load along conduction paths is absorbed
ideal engines, the power ratios have been calculated by the heat capacity of the vapor as it is warmed to am-
as a function of specific impulse for several different bient temperature. This assumption is a little bit gen-
cases and are plotted in Figure 5. At 2000 seconds, the erous in that it requires that the heat intercept along
minimum engine power will need to be 3000 to 3500 the conduction paths be perfect so that there will be
times the tank heat load to avoid wasting propellant; essentially zero net heat input to the tank from the con-
for a 30 kW ion engine, tank heat loads up to 8.5 to 10 duction load. This is, of course, not possible, but it can
watts will be acceptable. At 5000 seconds, the power be approached if necessary, and the remaining conduc-
ratio is much more restrictive, requiring 10 to 15 kW tion heat load can be balanced by reducing the allowed
of engine power per watt of tank heat load. For a 5000 radiative heat load. Additionally, in severe cases, as
second 30 kW ion engine, tank heat loads will need to mentioned, the thermal protection system can include
be limited to 2-3 watts. These results will, of course, vapor cooled shield(s) within the MLI blanket. This re-
correspond to the propellant flow rates and maximum suits in some of the radiative heat load being absorbed
trip times discussed above. by the heat capacity of the warming gas, rather than

S through the heat of vaporization. For a first analysis,For arcjets, the final expression will be simpler, if throuh the heat o vaori . r a irt aali,
. however, we will assume that the radiative heat loadonly because it is more difficult to break down the inef- , w a t t r

. .. . on the tank should match the heat load required toficiencies of arcjets into discreet and easily identifiable on the tank should match the heat load required to
vaporize the propellant at the proper low rate.components. Thus we have that the specific impulse of vaporize the propellant at the proper flow rate.

Sarcjet is related to the thrust by An estimate of the insulation mass required to
F achieve this result can be obtained by considering as

mg( a figure of merit the product of density pi and ther-
Semal conductivity K of the insulation. Walburno0 de-The efficiency of an arcjet is defined as the ratio of the mal od ii o insulation. Wa n de-

scribes a goldized Kapton multi-layer insulation sys-thrust power to the total electric power into the engine: tem which has been ground tested and shown to have

F 2  I, pmg2  pit = 6.44 x 10- s (Btu lb)/(hr ft 4 R), or in mks units
r- = 2Prh P (39)2 1.79 x 10- 3 (W kg)/(m4 K). Thermal conductivity is

8
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defined as d The same arcjet using helium at 1200 seconds and
K = d- (41) an efficiency of .7 would require a heat load of only

AAT 3.2 W. Liquid helium, at 124.8 kg/m 3 , is denser than
where d is the thickness of the insulation, A is the sur- hydrogen, and would require a tank with a volume of
face area, q is the heat flux, and AT is the temperature only 24 m3 . A spherical tank with this volume would
difference. Thus have a radius of 1.8 m and a surface area of 40 m2 . The

piqd niq temperature difference is slightly larger in this case;
Pi K  AAT = AAT (42) AT = 296 K. We get an insulation mass for this tank

of 265 kg, significantly higher than for hydrogen, but
where mi is the mass of the insulation. Rearranging still only 8.8% of the initial propellant mass.
gives

pinATA2  Finally, we can consider the structural mass of
mi q (43) these tanks. In the above analyses, I have assumed

that the propellants were stored at their normal boil-In this expression, we have the square of the surface ing points, requiring pressure containment at one at-ing points, requiring pressure containment at one at-area, rather than the volume of the tank. This means mophere. For a spherical tank, the tank mass is given
mosphere. For a spherical tank, the tank mass is giventhat, unlike the structural mass, the insulation mass by equation 3:

cannot be written as a fraction of the initial propel-
lant load. Because the surface area to volume ratio 3P/3mppt
decreases as the total volume increases, the insulation mt = 4rr tp, = 2Pp(3)
mass fraction will be smaller for larger tanks.

For a fixed propellant mass and storage pressure, the
Let us consider a few cases. We saw above that for tank pressure containment mass is inversely propor-

an ion engine operating on xenon at 5000 seconds I,p tional to the propellant density. For the cryogenic case,
at 30 kW, the tank heat load will need to be limited to one needs a somewhat larger safety factor because of
3 W. Liquid xenon has a density of 3.08 kg/I at 165 K, possible temperature excursions, so using P = 3, and
so if we assume an initial 3000 kg propellant load, the P = 1 atm = 101 kPa, we find that for a 3000 kg initial
tank will need a volume of 974 1. A spherical tank of propellant load in a titanium tank, xenon will require
this volume will have a radius of .61 m and a surface only 1.5 kg for pressure containment, helium will re-
area of 4.75 m 2. Assuming an ambient temperature quire 38 kg, and hydrogen will require 70 kg for pres-
of 300 K, the temperature difference will be 135 K. sure containment. Of course, we must also consider
Equation 43 then gives us an insulation mass of only acceleration loading. In equation 23, we show that one
1.8 kg. There are some obvious difficulties with this can treat acceleration loading in terms of an equivalent
result, the main one being that the density of the MLI pressure. For the three cases under discussion here,
blanket is probably not independent of thickness. In we have acceleration pressures (at 6 g) of 230 kPa for
this case, because of the small area and the small AT, xenon, 26.4 kPa for helium, and 17.3 kpa for hydrogen.
the insulation requirements are not very strong, and We see here that acceleration loading will dominate for
the blanket will be very thin. It will probably take xenon, while pressure loading will dominate for helium
more than 1.8 kg just to make the blanket structurally and hydrogen. If we assume that the two forms of stress
sound and attach it over the entire area of th- tank. add linearly, the structural masses become 5.0 kg for
In any case, it appears that for this particular mission, xenon, 48 kg for helium, and 83 kg for hydrogen.
the insulation requirements for cryogenic xenon storage
contribute very little to the tankage fraction. An additional point to keep in mind when design-

ing the propellant tank is the feed pressure require-
For a 15 kW hydrogen arcjet operating at 1200 ments of the engine. If the storage pressure is lower

seconds and an efficiency of .35, or for a 30 kW hydro- than the engine feed pressure, then there will be a need
gen arcjet operating at 1200 seconds and an efficiency for a compressor in the feed line. Ion engines typically
of .35 with a 50% duty cycle, the allowable tank heat operate at low flow rates and feed pressures well un-
load will be 34 W. Liquid hydrogen has a density of der one atmosphere, while arcjets are inherently high
67 kg/m 3 , at a temperature of 20 K. A 3000 kg initial pressure devices, requiring inlet pressures between 2
propellant load will have a volume of 44.8 m3 , which and 10 atmospheres. In the above analysis, I assumed
will fit into a sphere with radius 2.2 m and surface area that cryogenic propellants would be stored at one atmo-
of 61 m2 . Using AT = 280 K in equation 43, we get an sphere pressure. Clearly, for the noble gases this is no
insulation mass of 55 kg, or about 1.8% of the initial problem, but for hydrogen and helium, an in-line com-
propellant load. pressor would have to be used to allow storage at this
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pressure. On the other hand, we can examine the im- viations from these pressures can result in significant
plications of higher pressure cryogenic storage. For the tankage fraction penalties.
purposes of analysis, let us consider cryogenic storage
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